What is a Model?

This topic provides foundational concepts, such as definitions of a model and a modeling language, and expresses their relationships to modeling tools and model-based systems engineering (MBSE).

Definition of a Model

There are many definitions of the word model. The following definitions refer to a model as a representation of selected aspects of a domain of interest to the modeler:

- a physical, mathematical, or otherwise logical representation of a system, entity, phenomenon, or
A model can have different forms as indicated in the first definition above, including a physical, mathematical, or logical representation. A physical model can be a mockup that represents an actual system, such as a model airplane. A mathematical model may represent possible flight trajectories in terms of acceleration, speed, position, and orientation. A logical model may represent logical relationships that describe potential causes of airplane failure, such as how an engine failure can result in a loss of power and cause the airplane to lose altitude, or how the parts of the system are interconnected. It is apparent that many different models may be required to represent a system-of-interest (SoI).

**Modeling Language**

A physical model is a concrete representation of an actual system that can be felt and touched. Other models
may be more abstract representations of a system or entity. These models rely on a modeling language to express their meaning as explained in “On Ontology, Ontologies, Conceptualizations, Modeling Languages, and (Meta)Models” (Guizzardi 2007).

Just as engineering drawings express the 3D structure of mechanical and architectural designs, conceptual models are the means by which systems are conceived, architected, designed, and built. The resulting models are the counterparts of the mechanical design blueprint. However, the difference is that, while blueprints are exact representations of physical artifacts with a precise, agreed-upon syntax and long tradition of serving as a means of communication among professionals, conceptual models are just beginning to make headway toward being a complete and unambiguous representation of a system under development. The articles in the special section of Communications of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) (Dori 2003) present the abstract world of systems analysis and architecting by means of conceptual modeling, and how to evaluate, select, and construct models.

Modeling languages are generally intended to be both human-interpretable and computer-interpretable, and are specified in terms of both syntax and semantics.

The abstract syntax specifies the model constructs and the rules for constructing the model. In the case of a natural language like English, the constructs may include types of words such as verbs, nouns, adjectives, and prepositions, and the rules specify how these words can be used together to form proper sentences. The abstract syntax for a mathematical model may specify constructs to define mathematical functions, variables, and their relationships. The abstract syntax for a logical model may also specify constructs to define logical entities and their relationships. A well-formed model abides by the rules of construction, just as a well-formed sentence must conform to the grammatical rules of the natural language.

The concrete syntax specifies the symbols used to express the model constructs. The natural language English can be expressed in text or Morse code. A modeling language may be expressed using graphical symbols and/or text statements. For example, a functional flow model may be expressed using graphical symbols consisting of a combination of graphical nodes and arcs annotated with text, while a simulation modeling language may be expressed using a
programming language text syntax such as the C programming language.

The semantics of a language define the meaning of the constructs. For example, an English word does not have explicit meaning until the word is defined. Similarly, a construct that is expressed as a symbol, such as a box or arrow on a flow chart, does not have meaning until it is defined. The language must give meaning to the concept of a verb or noun, and must give specific meaning to a specific word that is a verb or noun. The definition can be established by providing a natural language definition or by mapping the construct to a formalism whose meaning is defined. As an example, a graphical symbol that expresses \( \sin(x) \) and \( \cos(x) \) is defined using a well-defined mathematical formalism for the sine and cosine function. If the position of a pendulum is defined in terms of \( \sin(\theta) \) and \( \cos(\theta) \), the meaning of the pendulum position is understood in terms of these formalisms.

**Modeling Tools**

Models are created by a modeler using modeling tools. For physical models, the modeling tools may include drills, lathes, and hammers. For more abstract models, the modeling tools are typically software programs running on a computer. These programs provide the ability to express modeling constructs using a particular modeling language. A word processor can be viewed as a tool used to build text descriptions using natural language. In a similar way, modeling tools are used to build models using modeling languages. The tool often provides a tool palette to select symbols and a content area to construct the model from the graphical symbols or other concrete syntax. A modeling tool typically checks the model to evaluate whether it conforms to the rules of the language and enforces such rules to help the modeler create a well-formed model. This is similar to the way a word processor checks the text to see that it conforms to the grammar rules for the natural language.

Some modeling tools are commercially available products, while others may be created or customized to provide unique modeling solutions. Modeling tools are often used as part of a broader set of engineering tools which constitute the systems development environment. There is increased emphasis on tool support for standard modeling languages that enable models and modeling information to be interchanged among different tools.
Relationship of Model to Model-Based Systems Engineering

The International Council of Systems Engineering (INCOSE) (INCOSE Systems Engineering Vision 2020 2007) defines MBSE as “the formalized application of modeling to support system requirements, design, analysis, verification, and validation activities beginning in the conceptual design phase and continuing throughout development and later life cycle phases.” In MBSE, the models of the system are primary artifacts of the systems engineering process, and are managed, controlled, and integrated with other parts of the system technical baseline. This contrasts with the traditional document-centric approach to systems engineering, where text-based documentation and specifications are managed and controlled. Leveraging a model-based approach to systems engineering is intended to result in significant improvements in system specification and design quality, lower risk and cost of system development by surfacing issues early in the design process, enhanced productivity through reuse of system artifacts, and improved communications among the system development and implementation teams.

In addition to creating models, the MBSE approach typically includes methods for model management, which aim to ensure that models are properly controlled, and methods for model validation, which aim to ensure that models accurately represent the systems being modeled.

The jointly sponsored INCOSE/Object Management Group (OMG) MBSE Wiki provides additional information on the INCOSE MBSE Initiative, including some applications of MBSE and some key topics related to MBSE such as sections on Methodology and Metrics, and Model Management.

The Final Report of the Model Based Engineering (MBE) Subcommittee, which was generated by the the National Defense Industrial Association (NDIA) Modeling and Simulation Committee of the Systems Engineering Division, highlights many of the benefits, risks, and challenges of a model-based approach, and includes many references to case studies of MBE (NDIA 2011).

Brief History of System Modeling
Languages and Methods

Many system modeling methods and associated modeling languages have been developed and deployed to support various aspects of system analysis, design, and implementation. Functional modeling languages include the data flow diagram (DFD) (Yourdon and Constantine 1979), Integration Definition for Functional Modeling (IDEF0) (Menzel and Maier 1998), and enhanced functional flow block diagram (eFFBD). Other behavioral modeling techniques include the classical state transition diagram, statecharts (Harel 1987), and process flow diagrams. Structural modeling techniques include data structure diagrams (Jackson 1975), entity relationship diagrams (Chen 1976), and object modeling techniques (Rumbaugh et al. 1991), which combine object diagrams, DFDs, and statecharts.

In 2008, Estefan conducted an extensive survey of system modeling methods, processes, and tools and documented the results in *A Survey of Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) Methodologies* (Estefan 2008). This survey identifies several candidate MBSE methodologies and modeling languages that can be applied to support an MBSE approach. Additional modeling methods are available from the MBSE Wiki under the section on Methodology and Metrics. The modeling standards section refers to some of the standard system modeling languages and other modeling standards that support MBSE. Since Estefan's report, a number of surveys have been conducted to understand the acceptance and barriers to model-based systems engineering (Bone and Cloutier 2010, 2014; Cloutier 2015).
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